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➢ MyEPV Quick View DB Explorer provides a way to access DB data 
directly from the MyEPV Quick View web application (*).

➢ Permits to build queries on MySQL, MariaDB and SQL Server 
avoiding the use of raw SQL code, but leaving the freedom to use 
it in case of particular needs.

➢ Provides description labels for all the EPV tables and fields.

(*): future implementations will provide additional ways of accessing with different modalities
for the MyEPV Quick View DB Explorer
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➢ Today (EPV V15) the access 
to MyEPV Quick View DB 
Explorer is only possible
through the MyEPV Quick 
View web application.

➢ The product is loaded inside 
the EPV QW webapp.

➢ EPV QW DB Explorer is a 
licensed product, the 
expiration date can be 
verified from the interface.
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Select the Input / Add columns to the query Review and edit / Add filters / Get the result



Workflow and results
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Workflow – Table selection
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➢ The input is choosed by 
browsing tables in the 
DB environment.

➢ Visualized items can be 
filtered by EPV product.

➢ A descriptive lable is
provided for each EPV 
table.



Workflow – Add columns to the query
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➢ Multiple columns can be added to 
the query at once, by choosing them
from the input table.

➢ If the input is an EPV table, a 
descriptive label for each column is
provided. It can be used to search for 
specific columns

The sort criteria can be defined by 
selecting fields from a list created ad-hoc



Workflow – Add columns to the query
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Custom columns can be created

by freely use of SQL statements

It is possible to apply common 

statistics functions

(AVG, SUM, MIN, MAX)

multiple columns at once



Workflow – Review and edit
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➢ A summary of the 
query is gradually
filled and always
visible.

➢ Selected columns can 
be removed, edited
or reordered.

➢ The sort criteria can 
be modified too (SQL 
‘order by’)The needed grouping clause (SQL ‘group by’) 

is automatically calculated by the GUI



Workflow – Add Filters (SQL where)
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It is possible to add filters to 
the query (SQL ‘where’):

➢ By freely typing SQL code

➢ In a dedicated section that
uses values and data types
information from the 
input table



Workflow – Add Filters (SQL where)
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In the filter-dedicated section different
criterias for each data type are provided.

When a new filter is defined the needed
SQL code is computed and added to the 
query:

Example: for strings it is possible to filter by 

bounded values or use wildcards, instead for 

dates it is possible to use calendars, include 

months and/or exclude weekdays



Result – Preview and export data
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The result of the query can be:

➢ Visualized directly in the web 
application in a sortable HTML table.

➢ Exported it in an Excel file and 
downloaded.

The number of 

rows in output 

can be optionally

limited to a fixed

amount.
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➢ Save, load and manage sessions.

➢ Copy the query string in the OS’s
clipboard, ready to be paste anywhere.

➢ Quickly check the distinct values of any
number of columns and the number of 
rows per combination.

➢ First time setup and updates of MyEPV 
Dictionary (to provide the EPV 
description labels) can be performed in 
a dedicated section.



In MyEPV Quick 
View DB Explorer 
there are many
online helps. 

When the mouse 
cursor stands over 
this symbol:
an help pop-up, with 
information and 
examples about the 
element near to it, is
shown

Additional features – Online helps
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Questions ?
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